30 DAYS OF ACTION FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE

1. Pray for Creation
2. Talk about climate change
3. Make a pledge
4. Sign e-petition
5. Take a sacred pause
6. Lament
7. Share an infographic
8. Support a campaign
9. Watch a webinar
10. Learn to laser talk
11. Learn climate strike chants
12. Explore policy options
13. Reflect
14. Support UN Declaration
15. Support land defenders
16. Contact MP
17. Practice decolonization
18. Make art
19. Prepare your climate story
20. Contemplate
21. Write a letter to the Editor
22. Explore the MERE-Hub
23. Read and share a report
24. Share an action
25. Join a climate strike
26. Organize a conversation
27. Celebrate
28. Find your local watershed
29. Make a personal commitment
30. Post affirmation

#30DayKAIROSChallenge #KAIROSClimateAction

Details of suggested daily activities are on the KAIROS website at www.kairos canada.org/climateactionmonth
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and subscribe to our e-Newsletter